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Abstract

A mechanism for determining the probabilities for the possible values in a partial

value is proposed� Partial values with probabilities are employed in a heterogeneous

database system to resolve schema and data con�icts� and to provide a more in�

formative query answer� In this paper� we extend the de�nition of the similarity

function in Jaccard�s similarity coe�cients to estimate the probabilities� This ex�

tension is based on our categorization of attribute semantics� We consider a model

in which sample tuples contain only de�nite values� followed by considering more

general cases�

� Introduction

Various information sources located at sites distributed over a large� complex communi�

cation�computer network can cooperate to provide information sharing� To achieve the

cooperation of information sources� database systems play a critical role� To access and

derive data from various independent databases located in a heterogeneous distributed

environment� database integration is necessary� However� for independent databases� the

data sources are created and developed independently� that is� they are pre�existing in an

uncoordinated way without the consideration of future integration with other databases�

Thus� the interoperability problems among databases arise� These include data represen�

tation con�icts� data scaling con�icts� naming con�icts� missing data and inconsistent data

��� �	� To resolve these problems� the concept of partial values was de
ned by DeMichiel

��	�
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A partial value is de
ned ��	 as a set of possible values in which exactly one is the true

value� Performing operations on partial values may produce �maybe tuples in the query

result� whose uncertainties cannot be compared� That is� users have no way to distinguish

which maybe tuple is the most possible answer� In ���	� we generalized the concept of

partial values to probabilistic partial values by assigning a probability to each possible value

in a partial value� A full set of extended relational operators for manipulating relations

containing probabilistic partial values was developed� By this approach� a comparison

among maybe tuples and a better understanding on the query result can be provided� In

���	� the probabilities in a probabilistic partial value are assumed given� In this paper� we

propose a mechanism to estimate the probabilities of a probabilistic partial value from

the database contents�

Consider a tuple containing a partial value y in the attribute Y � We use other attribute

values in the tuple and other tuples in the relation to estimate the probabilities for the

possible values in y� We refer to the concept of measuring the similarity between tuples

by Jaccard�s similarity coe�cients� However� it is not appropriate for some categories

of attributes� We categorize attributes into three categories � categorical attributes�

numeral attributes and level attributes according to the semantics of the domain� For each

category of attributes� we de
ne the similarity function to measure the similarity between

two values�

To measure the similarity between tuples� we take the other tuples as the sample tuples�

For each tuple in the sample tuples� we collect it to a group according to the category of

the attribute Y and the partial value y� We compute the similarity coe�cients between

the tuple containing y and the groups� According to these similarity coe�cients� the

probabilities for the possible values in y can be obtained�

The rest of this paper is organized as follows� In the next section� the de
nition

of probabilistic partial values and the concepts of similarity coe�cients are introduced�

Section � presents various categories of attributes� The consideration of a basic model

and the grouping technology for each category of attributes are presented in Section �� In

Section � we extend the basic model to general cases� Finally� we conclude in Section ��
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� Preliminaries

In this section� we 
rst give the de
nition of probabilistic partial values� Then� we present

the motivations of this work� and describe our methodologies� Finally� we introduce the

concept of similarity coe�cients to measure the similarity between two tuples�

��� De�nitions

The de
nition of partial values in ��	 are stated as follows�

De�nition � A partial value� denoted � � �a�� a�� � � � � an	� associates with n possible

values� a�� a�� � � � � an� n � �� of the same domain� in which exactly one of the values in �

is the �true value of ��

The cardinality ��	 of a partial value � is de
ned as the number of all possible values�

i�e�� n� When the cardinality of a partial value equals �� i�e�� there exists only one possible

value� say d� in the partial value� then the partial value �d	 actually corresponds to the

de
nite value d� In our work� we consider partial values with n possible values� where n

is greater than ��

In ���	� we generalized partial values to probabilistic partial values by regarding an

attribute as a discrete random variable ��� �	� The probability of an attribute value is

therefore a conditional probability depending on the key value of that tuple �key values

are assumed de
nite�� To illustrate� consider the following relation� assuming NAME is

the key attribute�

NAME CITY SPECIALTY AGE

Jesse �T����H����K���	 SE ��
Annie K �DB���� CS���	 ��

This relation describes two entities� �Jesse and �Annie� The probability that Jesse�s

city T is�

Prob�CITY��T j NAME��Jesse� � ����

The de
nition of probabilistic partial values is stated below�

De�nition � A probabilistic partial value� denoted � � �ap�� � a
p�
� � � � � � a

pn
n 	� associates with

n possible values� a�� a�� � � � � an� of the same domain h� where each ai associates with a

probability pi �� � such that
Pn

i�� pi � ��
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��� Motivations

In ���	� we proposed an approach based on probabilistic partial values to process queries

and provide users with more informative answers� The probabilities in a probabilistic

partial value were assumed uniformly distributed over the possible values� However� in

the real world� the assumption may not be reasonable� To illustrate� consider the following

relation�

NAME POSITION SALARY

Alex �Manager� Engineer	 ��k
Eddy Engineer ��k
Lena Manager ��k

This relation describes three entities� �Alex� �Eddy and �Lena� The position

of Alex is a partial value with the possible values Manager and Engineer� We want

to estimate the probabilities for Manager and Engineer in the partial value� Accord�

ing to ���	� the probability distribution over Manager and Engineer is uniform� i�e��

Prob�POSITION��Manager j NAME��Alex��Prob�POSITION��Engineer jNAME

� �Alex� � �
�
� However� from the tuple of Eddy� we see that the corresponding salary is

��k and the position is Engineer� and from the tuple of Lena� the corresponding salary is

��k and the position is Manager� There may exist a dependency relationship between the

POSITION attribute and the SALARY attribute� That is� higher positions imply higher

salaries� If this is the case� then Alex�s position is most probably Manager since his salary

is ��k� Hence� in order to obtain more reasonable probabilities for the possible values in

a partial value� we have to consider a mechanism to estimate the probabilities�

To do this� we refer to the concept of measuring similarity coe�cients among tuples�

Jaccard�s similarity coe�cient ��� �	 describes a simple and useful measurement mech�

anism for the computation of similarity coe�cients between two tuples� The similarity

coe�cients are obtained by computing the similarity degree of each corresponding at�

tribute values of the two tuples� The similarity degree is de
ned by a similarity function�

Attributes with di�erent categories may have di�erent similarity functions� In Section ��

we identify these attribute categories based on the domain semantics�

��� Methodologies

A tuple T in a relation R� which contains a partial value y in an attribute� is called a

target tuple� We want to estimate the probabilities of the possible values of the partial
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value y in the target tuple� De
ne the dependent attribute as the attribute which contains

the partial value y� and the relevant attributes a set of attributes which are relevant to

the dependent attribute� The relevant attributes can be de
ned by the users or by an

approach to be presented in Section ����

In order to perform the estimation� a sample space must be provided ��	� In our work�

the sample space is a set of tuples� called sample tuples� of the relation R� In a sample

tuple� the value in the dependent attribute is required to be de
nite�

For the partial value y� we partition the sample tuples into a number of groups accord�

ing to the possible values of y and the category of the dependent attribute� We compute

similarity coe�cients between the target tuple and each tuple in a group� The similarity

coe�cients between the target tuple and a tuple in a group is obtained by computing the

similarity degree between the values of each relevant attribute� Whenever the similarity

coe�cients of all the groups are obtained�� the probability of each possible value in the

partial value y can be determined�

In this paper� we 
rst discuss the situation where all sample tuples contain de
nite

values� in Section �� Then� we consider sample tuples which may contain inde
nite values

in the relevant attributes� in Section ����

��� Jaccard�s Similarity Coe�cient

Jaccard�s similarity coe�cient ��� �	 provides a mechanism to measure the similarity be�

tween two tuples� Let t� � �a�� a�� � � � � am� and t� � �b�� b�� � � � � bm� be two tuples on a set

of attributes �X��X�� � � � �Xm�� Clearly� fai� big � domain�Xi� for i � �� ����m� Jaccard�s

similarity coe�cient between t� and t� is de
ned as�

Jt�t� �

Pm
i�� fXi

�ai� bi�

m
� ���

where

fXi
�ai� bi� �

�
� if ai � bi� for i � �� ����m
� otherwise

���

The functions f���� �� are called similarity functions� From Equation �� we know that

the similarity functions are the same for all attribute Xi�s� and the return value of the

similarity functions� called similarity degree� is � or � depending on the corresponding

values of the two tuples being either di�erent or identical� However� in the real world

there are values not exactly identical� but very similar� For example� the salary ��k and
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��k are not identical� but they are very close �similar�� We may assign a similarity degree

of ���� to them� However� based on the de
nition of Jaccard�s similarity coe�cient the

similarity degree is ��

Therefore� we modify the similarity function in order to more properly measure the

similarity between two tuples� According to the domain semantics� attributes can be

categorized based on various categories� In the following� we discuss the modi
cation of

the similarity function based on the categorization of attributes�

� The Categories of Attributes

Each dependent attribute or relevant attribute can belong to one of the categories of

attributes�

��� Categorical Attributes

The domain values of categorical attributes are categorical� The similarity degree of two

categorical attribute values is either � or �� That is� two categorical attribute values

are either equal or unequal� For example� the two values Math �Mathematics� and CS

�Computer Science� of DEPARTMENT attribute have the similarity degree �� because

DEPARTMENT is a categorical attribute� In e�ect� the de
nition of the similarity func�

tion is the same as that used in Jaccard�s similarity coe�cients� shown in Equation ��

��� Numeral Attributes

The domain values of numeral attributes are numeral� Consider two values x and y on

a numeral attribute A� In general� when their di�erence is small their similarity degree

should be large� Also� the range of A has to be considered� Suppose that x�� y� are two

values on a numeral attribute A�� and x�� y� are two values on another numeral attribute

A�� If the di�erence between x� and y� is the same as the di�erence between x� and y��

we cannot say that their similarity degrees are equal� Suppose that A� has the range

��k�����k and A� has the range ��k����k� The similarity degree between x� and y� can

then be assumed to be larger than that between x� and y�� because the distance of the

range of attribute A� is larger than that of attribute A�� We de
ne the similarity function
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on numeral attributes as follows�

fA�x� y� �
jRj � jx� yj

jRj
� ���

where jRj is the distance of the range of attributeA� For example� the range R of SALARY

is ��k����k and its jRj is ��k�

level �

level �

level �

level �Manager

Assistant Manager

System Analyst Senior Engineer

Programmer Engineer

Figure �� The Domain Hierarchy of POSITION Attribute

��� Level Attributes

Finally� we consider attributes whose domain values can be represented as a domain

hierarchy in which values in the same level are considered semantically�close� These

attributes are called level attributes� In Figure �� we give an example of a level attribute

POSITION with its domain hierarchy� We de
ne the similarity function between two level

attribute values x and y on a level attribute A as follows�

fA�x� y� �
�

hjl�x��l�y�j
� ���

where h is the height of the domain hierarchy of A� and l�x� is a function which returns

the level of value x in the domain hierarchy� e�g�� in Figure �� l�System Analyst� �

l�Senior Engineer� � ��

� Basic Models

Consider a target tuple T � ��d�� d�� � � � � dn	� e�� e�� � � � � em�� where �d�� d�� � � � � dn	 is a par�

tial value with n possible values� denoted by y� and d�� d�� � � � � dn are the domain values
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on dependent attribute Y � The others values� e�� e�� � � � � em� are the domain values of the

relevant attributes X��X�� � � � �Xm� respectively� We compute the similarity coe�cients

between the target tuple T and each sample tuple using the values of the relevant at�

tributes� These similarity coe�cients will be used to determine the probabilities of the

possible values d�� d�� � � � � dn in y� The steps to determine the probabilities are stated as

follows�

Step �� Partition sample tuples into groups according to the category of the dependent

attribute Y and the partial value y�

Step �� Use similarity functions to compute the similarity coe�cients between the target

tuple and each tuple in the groups�

Step �� Estimate the probabilities corresponding to each possible value in y using the

similarity coe�cients obtained in Step ��

Based on the category of the dependent attribute� we discuss the process of determining

the probabilities as follows�

��� Categorical Attributes

For the partial value �d�� d�� ���� dn	� we partition the sample tuples into n � � groups as

shown in Table ��

According to Table �� we compute the similarity coe�cients S�� S�� ���� Sn between the

target tuple and group �� group ������ group n� respectively� as follows� The probabilities

of di�s� called pi�s �i � �� �� ���� n�� can then be obtained�

S� �
pX

j��

Pm
i�� fXi

�ei� xisj �

m� p

S� �
qX

j��

Pm
i�� fXi

�ei� xitj�

m� q

� � �

Sn �
rX

j��

Pm
i�� fXi

�ei� xiwj
�

m� r

pi �
SiPn
j�� Sj

� i � �� �� � � � � n� ���

�



group �

group �

group n

group n� �

Y X� X� � � � Xm

d� x�s� x�s� � � � xms�
d� x�s� x�s� � � � xms�
� � � � � � �

d� x�sp x�sp � � � xmsp
d� x�t� x�t� � � � xmt�
d� x�t� x�t� � � � xmt�
� � � � � � �

d� x�tq x�tq � � � xmtq
� � � � � � �

� � � � � � �

� � � � � � �

dn x�w�
x�w�

� � � xmw�

dn x�w�
x�w�

� � � xmw�

� � � � � � �

dn x�wr
x�wr

� � � xmwr

� � � � � � �

� � � � � � �

Table �� The Grouping for Categorical Attributes

Example � Consider the relation EMPLOYEE shown in Table �� The relation consists

of four attributes� NAME� POSITION� SALARY and DEPARTMENT with the following

categories�

� NAME� this attribute denotes a key which is not involved in the process of proba�

bility estimation�

� POSITION� a level attribute� The domain values of POSITION constitutes a do�

main hierarchy with height �� as shown in Figure �� The similarity function for

POSITION �P� is de
ned as�

fP�a� b� �
�

�jl�a��l�b�j
�

where a and b are values of POSITION and l�a�� l�b� are levels of a� b� respectively�

� SALARY� a numeral attribute� Suppose the range of the SALARY is ��k����k�

The similarity function for SALARY �S� is de
ned as�

fS�a� b� �
��k � ja� bj

��k
�

where a and b are values of SALARY�

�



NAME POSITION SALARY DEPARTMENT

Alex AM ��k B
Alice SE ��k C
Annie SA ��k C
Cli� SA ��k A
Eddy Eng ��k A
Frank AM ��k A
Lee AM ��k C
Lena Prog ��k C
Lisa Prog ��k B
Mary Prog ��k B
Pauray SE ��k C
Porter Eng ��k B
Tom SA ��k B
Tony Eng ��k A

Table �� An Example Table of EMPLOYEE Relation

� DEPARTMENT� a categorical attribute� The similarity function for DEPART�

MENT �D� is de
ned as�

fD�a� b� �

�
� if a � b

� otherwise

where a and b are values of DEPARTMENT�

Assume the table shown in Table � represents the sample tuples� and the target tuple T �

�John� Eng� ��k� �A�C	�

In this case� POSITION and SALARY are the relevant attributes while the DEPART�

MENT is the dependent attribute� The process is shown in the following step by step�

Step �� Partition the sample tuples into � groups�

Group � A� Cliff� Eddy� Frank� Tony

Group � C� Alice� Annie� Lee� Lena� Pauray

Group � Others� ���

Step �� Evaluate the similarity coe�cients between the target tuple T and the groups�

S� �
X

X�fCli��Eddy�Frank�Tonyg

fP�Eng�POSITION of X� � fS���k�SALARY of X�

�� �

��



� ����

S� �
X

X�fAlice�Annie�Lee�Lena�Paurayg

fP�Eng�POSITION of X� � fS���k�SALARY of X�

�� �

� ���

Step �� Estimate the probabilities according to S� and S��

p� �
S�

S� � S�
� ���

p� �
S�

S� � S�
� ���

Finally� we obtain a probabilistic partial value �A��	�C���	 for John�s department�

In the following� we use the same sample tuples to consider other categories of attributes�

��� Numeral Attributes

We partition the sample tuples into n � � groups according to the partial value y �

�d�� d�� ���� dn	� Let the range be divided into a number of intervals and the distance of

each interval is h� For each di� there is an interval associated it� which is between di �
h

�

and di�
h

� � If the values of the dependent attribute in the sample tuples are in the interval�

they will be grouped together� In Table �� the values of the dependent attribute� which

include y�s�� y�s�� � � � � y�sp� are all in the interval between d� �
h
� and d� �

h
� � The values

of the dependent attribute� which include y�t�� y�t�� � � � � y�tq are all in the interval between

d� �
h

� and d� �
h

� � etc� According to Table �� we compute the similarity coe�cients

S�� S�� ���� Sn between the target tuple and group �� group ������ group n� respectively� as

follows� The probabilities of di�s� called pi�s �i � �� �� ���� n�� can then be obtained�

S� �
pX

j��

Pm
i�� fXi

�ei� xisj �

m� p

S� �
qX

j��

Pm
i�� fXi

�ei� xitj�

m� q

� � �

Sn �
rX

j��

Pm
i�� fXi

�ei� xiwj
�

m� r

pi �
SiPn
j�� Sj

� i � �� �� � � � � n� ���

Example � Consider a target tuple T as�

��



group �

group �

group n

group n� �

Y X� X� � � � Xm

y�s� x�s� x�s� � � � xms�
y�s� x�s� x�s� � � � xms�
� � � � � � �

y�sp x�sp x�sp � � � xmsp
y�t� x�t� x�t� � � � xmt�
y�t� x�t� x�t� � � � xmt�
� � � � � � �

y�tq x�tq x�tq � � � xmtq
� � � � � � �

� � � � � � �

� � � � � � �

ynw�
x�w�

x�w�
� � � xmw�

ynw�
x�w�

x�w�
� � � xmw�

� � � � � � �

ynwr
x�wr

x�wr
� � � xmwr

� � � � � � �

� � � � � � �

Table �� The Grouping for Numeral Attributes

�John� Eng� ���k� ��k� ��k	� A�

In this case� POSITION and DEPARTMENT are the relevant attributes while the SALARY

is the dependent attribute� We divide the domain into � intervals and the distance of each

interval is ��k since the range is ��k����k�

Step �� Partition the sample tuples into � groups�

Group � ��k ���k��	�k
� Lena�Lisa�Mary�Pauray

Group � 	�k �	�k����k
� Annie�Cliff�Eddy�Porter�Tom�Tony

Group � ��k �	k���k
� Cliff�Eddy

Group 	 Others� ���

Note that some tuples in the groups appear twice� e�g�� Cli� and Eddy exist in both

group � and group ��

Step �� Evaluate the similarity coe�cients between the target tuple T and the groups�

S� �
X

X�fLena�Lisa�Mary�Paurayg

fP�Eng�POSITION of X� � fD�A�DEPART� of X�

� � �

� �����

S� �
X

X�fAnnie�Cli��Eddy�Porter�Tom�Tonyg

fP�Eng�POSITION of X� � fD�A�DEPART� of X�

� � �

��



� ����

S
 �
X

X�fCli��Eddyg

fP�Eng�POSITION of X� � fD�A�DEPART� of X�

�� �

� ���

Step �� Estimate the probabilities according to S�� S� and S
�

p� �
S�

S� � S� � S

� ����

p� �
S�

S� � S� � S

� ����

p
 �
S


S� � S� � S

� ����

Finally� we obtain a probabilistic partial value ���k����� ��k����� ��k���
	 for John�s salary�

��� Level Attributes

When the dependent attribute is a level attribute� a domain hierarchy can be constructed

and each domain value assigned a level� In this case� the sample tuples will be partitioned

into a number of groups based on the level of the possible values in the partial value

y� That is� if the level of values of the dependent attribute in the sample tuples are the

same as that of a possible value of y� the corresponding sample tuples will be grouped

together� In Table �� the possible values of y have the level L�� L�� ���� Lf and the sample

tuples are then partitioned into f � � groups� According to Table �� we compute the

similarity coe�cients S�� S�� ���� Sf between the target tuple and group �� group ������ group

f � respectively� as follows� Let di�� di�� � � � � dia� dj�� dj�� � � � � djb� � � � � dk�� dk�� � � � � dkc be the

possible values of the partial value y and

di�� di�� � � � � dia are in level L��

dj�� dj�� � � � � djb are in level L��

� � �

dk�� dk�� � � � � dkc are in level Lf �

Then

S� �
pX

j��

Pm
i�� fXi

�ei� xisj�

m� p

��



group �

group �

group f

group f � �

level Y X� X� � � � Xm

ys� x�s� x�s� � � � xms�
L� ys� x�s� x�s� � � � xms�

� � � � � � �

ysp x�sp x�sp � � � xmsp
yt� x�t� x�t� � � � xmt�

L� yt� x�t� x�t� � � � xmt�
� � � � � � �

ytq x�tq x�tq � � � xmtq
� � � � � � � �

� � � � � � � �

� � � � � � � �

yw�
x�w�

x�w�
� � � xmw�

Lf yw�
x�w�

x�w�
� � � xmw�

� � � � � � �

ywr
x�wr

x�wr
� � � xmwr

� � � � � � � �

� � � � � � � �

Table �� The Grouping for Level Attributes

S� �
qX

j��

Pm
i�� fXi

�ei� xitj�

m� q

� � �

Sf �
rX

j��

Pm
i�� fXi

�ei� xiwj
�

m� r

we have

pi� � pi� � � � � � pia �
S�

a� S� � b� S� � � � �� c� Sf

�

pj� � pj� � � � � � pjb �
S�

a� S� � b� S� � � � �� c� Sf

�

� � �

pk� � pk� � � � � � pkc �
Sf

a� S� � b� S� � � � �� c� Sf

�

Note that if the possible values of the partial value y are all in the same level� we just

assign the probability �
n
into each possible value of y� where n is the number of the possible

values in y�

Example � Consider the target tuple T as�

�John� �SA� Eng� Prog	� ��k� A�

��



In this case� SALARY and DEPARTMENT are the relevant attributes while POSITION

is the dependent attribute� We partition the sample tuples into � groups according to the

level of SA� Eng and Prog� where SA and Eng are in level � while Prog is in level � in the

domain hierarchy� shown in Figure ��

Step �� Partition the sample tuples into � groups�

Group � SA�Eng� Annie�Cliff�Eddy�Porter�Tom�Tony

Group � Prog� Lena�Lisa�Mary

Group � Others� ���

Group � is obtained by collecting the values of POSITION� which are in level �

while group � is obtained by collecting the values of POSITION� which are in level

��

Step �� Evaluate the similarity coe�cients between the target tuple T and the groups�

S� �
X

X�fAnnie�Cli��Eddy�Porter�Tom�Tonyg

fS���k�SALARY of X� � fD�A�DEPART� of X�

�� �

� ����

S� �
X

X�fLena�Lisa�Maryg

fS���k�SALARY of X� � fD�A�DEPART� of X�

�� �

� ����

Step �� Estimate the probabilities according to S� and S��

p� � p� �
S�

��S��S�
� ���

p
 �
S�

��S��S�
� ���

Finally� we obtain a probabilistic partial value �SA����Eng����Prog���	 for John�s position�

� Extensions

In order to extend the basic model to handle general cases of sample tuples which contains

inde
nite values� we mustmodify the de
nition of similarity function discussed in Section �

for each category of attributes� We also modify the de
nition of Jaccard�s similarity

coe�cient by adding a weight function for each attribute�

��



NAME POSITION SALARY DEPARTMENT

Alex AM ��k B
Alice SE ��k C
Annie SA ��k C
Cli� SA ��k A
Eddy Eng ��k �A�B�C	

Frank �AM��	�Eng���	 ��k A
John Eng ��k �A��	�C���	
Lee AM ��k C

Lena Prog ���k���
� ��k����	 C
Lisa Prog ��k B
Mary Prog ��k B
Pauray SE ��k C
Porter �SA�Eng	 ��k �A�B	
Tom SA ��k B
Tony Eng ��k A

Table �� A Table of EMPLOYEE Relation

��� Extended Similarity Functions

Consider an attribute A and two attribute values x and y� x and y can be a de
nite value�

partial value or probabilistic partial value� When it is a probabilistic partial value whose

probabilities are obtained by the proposed mechanism� we ignore the probabilities of each

possible value for the following de
nition� Let x ��a�� a�� � � � � am	 and y ��b�� b�� � � � � bn	�

where m�n � � and ai� bi are de
nite values� Clearly� for x� if m � �� it is a de
nite

value� otherwise it is a partial value� The same is for y� The extended similarity function

is de
ned as�

f
�

A�x� y� �
X

i�������m

j�������n

fA�ai� bj�

m� n
� ���

where fA�ai� bj� is a similarity function on attribute A which can be any category of

attributes�

Example � Consider the relation EMPLOYEE� shown in Table �� which contains indef�

inite values� partial values and probabilistic partial values� There are three partial values�

Eddy�s department and Porter�s department and position� To determine the probabilities

of these partial values� the extension of the measurement of similarity is used�

��



First� let the target tuple be the Eddy�s� The dependent attribute is DEPARTMENT

and the relevant attributes are POSITION and SALARY� To estimate the probabilities

of A� B and C which are in the Eddy�s department �A�B�C	� we consider all tuples as

the sample tuples except John�s and Porter�s� because they have inde
nite values in the

dependent attribute� According to the process presented in Section �� we can compute

the probabilities of A� B and C as ����� ��� and ����� respectively�

Consider the target tuple �Porter� �SA�Eng	� ��k� �A�B	�� Let DEPARTMENT be the

dependent attribute� and POSITION and SALARY the relevant attributes� Then� the

similarity degree between Porter�s POSITION and Frank�s POSITION can be computed

as�

fP��SA�Eng	� �AM�Eng	� �
fP�SA�AM� � fP�SA�Eng� � fP�Eng�AM� � fP�Eng�Eng�

�

�
�
� � � � �

� � �

�
�

�

�

Continue this process� we can get the probabilistic partial value �A�����B����	 for Porter�s

department�

To estimate the probabilities for Porter�s POSITION� �SA�Eng	� we observe that SA

and Eng are in the same level in the domain hierarchy� Hence� both of the probabilities

are ����

��� Extended Similarity Coe�cients

The degree of the dependency between a relevant attribute and the dependent attribute

may be di�erent� In order to capture this fact such that a more reasonable measure�

ment can be achieved� we consider adding weight for each relevant attribute in the

de
nition of similarity coe�cients shown in Equation �� Let t� � �a�� a�� � � � � am� and

t� � �b�� b�� � � � � bm� be two tuples on a set of attributes �X��X�� � � � �Xm�� Clearly�

fai� big � domain�Xi� for i � �� ����m� The extended similarity coe�cient can be de�


ned as�

Jt�t� �

Pm
i�� fXi

�ai� bi��WY �Xi�Pm
i��WY �Xi�

where WY �Xi� is a weight function with respect to the dependent attribute Y and the

relevant attribute Xi� The weight function must be positive� It can be obtained by any

reasonable way� We use a statistic technique called the linear regression model ��	 to

��



obtain the weight functions in the following� Let

Y � ��X� � ��X� � � � �� �nXn � ��

where Y � Xi are as described above� �i is the coe�cient for Xi� and � is the error term�

The process for obtaining �i can be referred to ��	� We let the weight functions equal to

the corresponding coe�cients �i� for i � �� � � � �m� i�e�

WY �Xi� � �i�

If a coe�cient �j is negative or very small� we can just discard the attribute Xj from the

relevant attributes�

� Discussions and Conclusions

In this paper� we proposed a mechanism to determine the probabilities of the possible

values in a partial value which comes from resolving the interoperability problems in het�

erogeneous database systems� We classi
ed attributes into three categories � categorical

attributes� numeral attributes and level attributes� For each category of attribute� there

is an individual similarity measurement� Using the similarity between attribute values�

we estimate the probabilities� The mechanism can be used in probabilistic data ��� �� ��	

to provide a reasonable estimation of the probabilities� None of the probabilistic data

models had discussed the way to obtain the probabilities�

After the probabilities are obtained by our mechanism� we can re
ne the probabilistic

partial values via discarding the items in the possible� whose probabilities are less than a

threshold� For example in Example �� the probabilistic partial value ���k����� ��k����� ��k���
	

can be re
ned by discarding the item ��k because its probability is very small� In

some cases� we can obtain a de
nite value� e�g�� re
ning the probabilistic partial value

�CS����Math����	 into a de
nite value CS�
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